Abstract-In this work, we consider the multicast problem in a single cell in a cognitive mesh network. Due to the potential heterogeneity in channel availability among the members of a multicast group(s), the total multicast time could be longer due to transmitting the multicast data over multiple channels. We propose, in this work, an assisted multicast strategy with the objective of minimizing the total multicast time. This assistance is composed of two main activities, first, allowing the receivers in a multicast group to forward the data they have received to other members of the multicast group(s), and second, allowing the transmission of coded (bitwise XORed) packets so that receivers belonging to different multicast groups can decode and extract their data concurrently. We show, in this paper, that the proposed assistance paradigm achieves a considerable reduction in the total multicast time, which in turn increases the system throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Empowered by the technology of software-defined radios [1] , cognitive radio networks have emerged as a solution for spectrum underutilization [2] . The new technology allows cognitive radio users, usually referred to as secondary users (SUs), to opportunistically utilize unused licensed spectrum provided that they vacate a channel once a licensed user, usually referred to as a primary user (PU), starts using it. As the channel availability is both time and location dependent, SUs may observe heterogeneous sets of idle channels. This heterogeneity raises a number of challenges to the operation of cognitive radio networks. Besides the channel sensing problem (or equivalently PU detection), transmission coordination is one of the essential and most challenging functionalities in cognitive radio networks. The channel sensing problem has been the focus of mainstream research in the area of cognitive radio networks. Cooperative sensing [3] and sensor networkaided-sensing [4] , [5] , where an infrastructure sensor network takes over the task of channel sensing, are two promising solutions for the PU detection problem. On the other hand, the most adopted solution for the transmission coordination problem is the use of a common control channel between all SUs on which the coordination takes place.
In this paper, we are interested in the multicast problem in wireless cognitive mesh networks [6] . The property of heterogenous channel availability in cognitive radio networks may cause the multicast process to take place over multiple channels, causing longer multicast periods and consequently lower throughput. We study, in this work, the problem of This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants CNS-0626822, ECS-0601570, ECCS-0926029, and CNS-0721453. minimizing the total multicast time in a single cell of a cognitive mesh network by scheduling the multicast activity over both time and frequency and by also using the technique of network coding [7] . For this purpose, we propose a multicast mechanism that relies on three operations. The first operation is called assistance, in which some of the receiving members of a mutlicast group assist in the multicast process by forwarding the data to other members of their group (or other groups). The second operation is called overhearing, in which some receiving members of a multicast group overhear the data destined to another group. This operation has two advantages; it first enables the inter-group assistance (forwarding) between different multicast groups, and also enables the delivery of multiple packets to different groups at the same time by using the third operation; the codeword exchange operation. In the codeword exchange operation, coded packets (bitwise XORed packets) ,which we refer to as codewords, are used in the assistance operation so that members of different multicast groups can decode and extract their own data using packets they overheard from previous transmissions.
A very limited number of studies have addressed the multicast problem in cognitive radio networks. In [8] , a multicast-tree construction protocol was proposed for mobile ad hoc networks. Video multicast in infrastructure cognitive radio networks was studied in [9] . The cognitive base station chooses the multicast channels opportunistically such that the collision probability with the primary system is minimized, and the unused spectrum is exploited as much as possible. In both works, there was no notion of assistance whether by multicast receivers or by the use of network coding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section II. In Section III, we formally define the assisted multicast scheduling problem and present some motivational examples. Then, in Section IV, we propose ILP formulations for unassisted multicast scheduling and assisted multicast scheduling problems. A heuristic approach to solve the assisted multicast scheduling problem is proposed in Section V. We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in Section VI, and conclude in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless cognitive mesh network that consists of a number of mesh routers (MRs) connected over multiple hops to a gateway node(s) that provides access to the backbone network. Each MR manages a number of mesh client (MCs)
978-1-4244-6404-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE forming a cell. The only way for a MC to access the backbone network is through its parent MR. This cognitive mesh network coexists with a primary (licensed) network(s) that utilizes a set of orthogonal channels L. Secondary nodes (both MRs and MCs) can use any of these channels if the channel is vacant, either spatially or temporally. In this work, we assume that the channel availability at a node in the cognitive mesh network is quasi-static, i.e., does not change in a short period of time. Furthermore, MRs and MCs obtain information about channel availability by channel sensing [10] , [11] , [5] , which is beyond the scope of this paper. We also assume that one radio is used for data transmission per node (MC or MR), and that the data packet size is fixed. Lastly, we assume that a free common control channel (CCC) exists for all the members of a cell to use for coordinating their communication.
For a cell managed by MR i, let L i be the set of channels that i can use such that L i ⊆ L. Also, let A i be the set of MCs managed by i. Then for each j ∈ A i , L j ⊆ L i is the set of channels that j can use. We assume that all the members of a cell are in the same interference range, i.e., no two members of the cell can use the same channel concurrently.
III. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
We would like to start this section with a motivational example and then give the formal problem definition.
Example: Consider the network (a cell) in Figure 1 . The figure shows two multicast groups: the white nodes form the group of MCs {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 6 } that should receive packet a, and the gray nodes form the group of MCs {n 5 , n 7 , n 8 } that should receive packet b. The set besides each MC represents the channels available to that MC. Node n 0 represents the MR of the cell, and it has all the five channels available. Table I , summarizes the basic idea of assisted multicast for the network in Figure 1 . The first two rows show an optimal multicast schedule without any form of assistance, the first of the two shows the transmissions as (transmitter, packet, channel) tuples, and the second shows the receptions as (receivers, packet, channel) tuples. Similar pairs of rows are presented for three levels of assistance, each of which corresponds to exploiting an additional assistance operation. Columns in Table I correspond to time slots. As the table explains, under no form of assistance, the best the MR can do is 6 time slots. By adding intra-group assistance, i.e., allowing members of the same group to forward packets to each other, the total multicast time was reduced to 5 slots. By extending the assistance to inter-group, the total time was further reduced to 4 time slots. The final step is to add network coding to the picture by allowing nodes (MRs or MCs) to exchange coded packets. This step reduced the total multicast time to 3 slots only (as illustrated in Figure 1 ).
A. Definitions
Definition 3.1: Codeword: is a group of packets (could be a single packet) coded (bitwise XORed) into one packet.
Definition 3.2: Multicast period: is the number of time slots needed to deliver to all the members of each multicast group the data packet destined to that group. Definition 3.6: AMS problem in cognitive mesh networks: 
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we propose two integer linear program (ILP) formulations for the cases of unassisted multicast, and a single multicast group with intra-group assistance.
A. Single Multicast Group
We first consider the case where only one multicast group, denoted as G, exists in a cell managed by MR n 0 . Therefore, the only possible form of assistance is the intra-group assistance between the members of G. To understand the complexity of the "AMS for a single group" problem, let us compare it to that of the normal, unassisted, mutlicast scheduling problem as the latter is a special case of the former.
Definition 4.1: Unassisted Multicast scheduling for a single group (UMS-Single):
given a multicast group G managed by MR n 0 and the set of available channels at each MC i∈G and n 0 . Find a multicast schedule that results in the minimum multicast period given that n 0 is the only transmitter.
It can be easily shown that the UMS-Single problem is NPhard by a reduction from the set cover problem. The proof is omitted due to lack of space. Therefore, the "AMS for a single group" problem is also NP-hard. Before we present the ILP formulations, we need to present some notations:
-G is the only multicast group in the cell managed by MR n 0 (excluding n 0 ) such that G ⊆ A 0 . -N (i) is the set of nodes in G ∪ {0}\{i} that can reach node i on at least one channel. -L is the set of all channels available to the members of the multicast group (L i ⊆ L 0 ∀i ∈ A 0 ). -T is an upper bound on the number of slots needed to deliver a packet to group members, i.e., T = min{|L|, |G|}. -ν t is a binary variable that is set to 1 iff a transmission exists in slot t on any of the channels in L. 
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,k is a binary variable that, if set to 1, indicates that node i transmits the packet on channel k at slot t. The UMS-Single problem is now formulated as an ILP formulation in ILP-1. The objective function is to minimize the total number of used slots. Constraint (2) guarantees that each MC receives its data by forcing the MR to transmit on at least one of the channels available to that MC. One transmission per slot is forced by (3). This ILP formulation can be modified to formulate the AMS problem with intra-group assistance for a single multicast group. We just need to allow MCs to forward the data they receive to their neighbors. The new ILP for the AMS problem with a single multicast group is presented in ILP-2. Using constraint (5), we forbid MCs from transmitting in the first time slot as they have not received the multicast packet yet. Constraint (6) guarantees that no MC transmits on any channel at slot t before it receives the packet from at least one neighbor, on a channel common between the two, in [1, t−1] . We guarantee the delivery of the multicast packet to each MC by constraint (7). Constraints (8)/(9) guarantee one transmission per channel/node in a slot respectively.
B. Multiple Multicast Groups
Apparently, the problem of AMS with multiple groups is at least as hard as the AMS with a single group, which is NP-hard. Furthermore, the ILP formulation of the AMS problem with multiple groups is very complicated because of
ILP-1: Minimize
T t=1 ν t , subject to:
the codeword exchange operation. Specifically, an MC cannot transmit a codeword v at time t unless it receives a set of codewords sufficient to construct v. To embed this fact in the constraints of the ILP, we need to take into consideration all combinations of native multicast packets which will increase the number of variables and the constraints exponentially. Moreover, to ensure data delivery, we should consider all combinations of decodable codewords from which an MC can extract its packet. This also increases the number of constraints exponentially. Therefore, we do not propose an ILP formulation for the AMS problem with multiple groups.
ILP-2: Minimize
V. HEURISTIC SOLUTION FOR THE AMS PROBLEM
In this section, we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the AMS problem in cognitive mesh networks. The algorithm is greedy-based in the sense that we deal with each slot independently and try to make the optimal decision at this slot. However, finding this optimal decision is not easy. In fact, it can be shown that for the case of a single multicast group, scheduling the transmissions of the MR and covered MCs, those which have received the packet in [0, t − 1], at a slot t such that the packet is delivered to the maximum number of uncovered MCs is NP-hard (the proof is omitted due to lack of space). Therefore, we divide the scheduling task at a single time slot into three phases. (1) Scheduling the MR transmission (channel and codeword). (2) Scheduling the assistance operation (channel and codeword). (3) Scheduling overhearing opportunities. Note that all these operations are scheduled over frequency channels only and not over time slots. Before we present the details of each of the three phases, we need to provide some terminology.
Let V i be the set of overheard codewords by MC i up until the current time slot. Also, let p(i) be the multicast packet destined to multicast group to which MC i belongs. Then, for a MC i that has not yet received p(i), and has overheard the set of codewords V i , the set of useful codewords (those that i can decode and extract p(i) from) can be determined as follows. Define V i as the set of all combinations of the codewords in
Let G c ⊆ G denotes the set of MCs that have received their multicast packets. Then, the best (codeword, channel) schedule for the MR, n 0 , in a given slot is found as follows:
where V = i∈G\Gc V i . Equation (10) basically finds, for the MR, the (codeword, channel) pair that serves the maximum number of unserved MCs at a particular time slot. The same approach is used for the second phase, namely, scheduling the assistance operation. For an MC i that can participate in the assistance process, its optimal (codeword, channel) is found as follows:
where K is the set of used channels in the current slot, i.e., the set of channels that MC i cannot transmit on. The last phase is to schedule the overhearing operation for MCs that are not participating in the assistance operation. The basic idea is for a MC to overhear the codeword that is useful to the maximum number of its neighbors. Let T be the set of all transmissions in the current time slot made by the MR and the MCs participating in the assistance operation and represented as (codeword, channel) pairs. Then, for a non-transmitting MC i, the best (codeword, channel) for overhearing is:
The AMS heuristic approach, denoted HAMS, is outlined in Algorithm 1. The first phase, i.e., scheduling the MR transmission, is expressed by lines [4−7] . The phase of scheduling the assistance operation is expressed by lines [8 − 17] . Finally, the phase of scheduling overhearing opportunities is expressed in the loop starting at line 18. Note that for the case of M groups, N (i) is defined as the set of nodes in ( M j=1 G j ) ∪ {0}\{i} that can reach MC i in at least one channel.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed assistance mechanism for the multicast scheduling problem in wireless cognitive mesh networks. We vary the number of MCs from 5 to 50 distributed uniformly at random in a square area of 500m × 500m. The MR's location is fixed at the center of the squared area. All nodes (MCs and the MR) are assumed to have the same communication radius of √ 2 × 500 2 = 353.55m over all channels. We vary the number of multicast groups M between 1, 3, 4, and 5. Each MC is assigned to any of the M groups uniformly at random. Lastly, we have the number of channels K = 6 in all experiments. Each of the K channels is made available at an MC with probability P a. On the other hand, all the channels are always assumed available at the MR.
a) Intra-group assistance: Figure 2 shows the gain of using intra-group assistance in a single multicast group. The gain is defined as the percentage reduction in the multicast period of the unassisted multicast achieved by using Algorithm 1: HAMS: Heuristic alg. for the AMS problem. Gain (%)
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Intra-group assis. + Inter-group assis. + Coding Intra-group assis. + Inter-group assis. Intra-group assis. assisted multicast ( unassisted−assisted unassisted × 100%). The optimal solutions for the two cases of unassisted multicast and intragroup assisted multicast were obtained using ILP-1 and ILP-2 respectively. We also evaluated the gain of intra-group assisted multicast by scheduling the problem using the HAMS algorithm. Each point is the figure is the average over a 100 randomly generated topologies. As the figure shows, the intragroup assistance achieves a significant gain over the unassisted case that increases with increasing the group size. On the other hand, the HAMS algorithm achieves a considerable gain that is always within, on average, one slot from the optimal solution obtained by ILP-2. In fact, HAMS was, on average, ≈0.63 slots higher than the optimal assisted multicast schedule obtained using ILP-2, and ≈ 2.11 slots less than the optimal unassisted schedule obtained using ILP-1.
b) Inter-group assistance:
We now evaluate the benefit of using each of the three assistance operations: intra-group assistance, inter-group assistance, and the codeword exchange operation for multiple multicast groups. We vary the number of groups M between 3, 4 and 5. For each case, we evaluate the gain using intra-group assistance only, intra-and intergroup assistance, and intra-and inter-group assistance with network coding. For the unassisted multicast case, we find the optimal schedule by running ILP-1 for each one of the M groups and summing up the optimal multicast periods for all individual groups to obtain the total multicast period. As for the assisted multicast scheduling, we used the HAMS algorithm. Figures 3, 4 , and 5 correspond to the cases of M = 3, 4, and 5 respectively with each point in the figure be the average over a 100 randomly generated topologies. As the figures show, each level of assistance achieves some extra gain in the total multicast period. However, inter-group assistance has more influence than codeword exchange, yet the codeword exchange operation can still improve the scheduling performance. Figure 6 shows the actual averages of the multicast period for the data presented in Figures 3, 4 , and 5.
c) The effect of channel availability: To understand the effect of channel availability on the achievable gain of the assisted multicast, we varied P a between 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, for the cases of M =1 and M =5. As Figure 7 shows, the gain drops with higher channel availability because as P a increases, the expected number of MCs served in each slot increases, which leaves less room for assistance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the problem of assisted multicast scheduling in wireless cognitive mesh networks. We have proposed an assistance paradigm that relies on receiver nodes to forward the multicast data to other receivers that have not yet received their own data. Furthermore, network coding was also proposed as another assistance technique that further reduced the total multicast period. Results show that the proposed assistance paradigm achieves a significant gain in reducing the total multicast period, i.e., overall throughput.
